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Error Estimates for the Multidimensional

Two-Phase Stefan Problem

By Joseph W. Jerome and Michael E. Rose

Abstract. In this paper we derive rates of convergence for regularizations of the multidimen-

sional two-phase Stefan problem and use the regularized problems to define backward-dif-

ference in time and C° piecewise-linear in space Galerkin approximations. We find an L2 rate

of convergence of order \^ in the e-regularization and an L rate of convergence of order

(h2/e + Ai/ \6F) in the Galerkin estimates which leads to the natural choices £ ~ A4/3,

A; ~ A4/3, and a resulting 0(/i2//3) L2 rate of convergence of the numerical scheme to the

solution of the differential equation. An essentially 0(h) rate is demonstrated when e = 0 and

A/ ~ h2 in our Galerkin scheme under a boundedness hypothesis on the Galerkin approxima-

tions. The latter result is consistent with computational experience.

1. Introduction. Given a smoothly bounded domain ß C RN, we consider the

equation, in distribution form,

(l.H) ^ "Au +fiu) = 0

on a space-time domain D — ß X (0, TQ ] subject to the Neumann boundary condi-

tion on 3ß

(l.lii) — = 0,       v = outward normal,
dv

and the initial condition

(l.liii) 77(t/)|,=0 = 7Y(Mo).

Here 77( • ) is the discontinuous enthalpy function, / is a Lipschitz continuous real

function, and the initial function t/0 is a bounded continuous function satisfying

«0 E 77'(ß) Pi W2'xiQ,) with 77(«0) G L°°(ß). These hypotheses will be maintained

throughout the paper, although not all the results to follow require the full strength

of the hypotheses. (l.H) is the transform of the standard equation ([2], [3], [23],

[31], [40])

(1.2) jt(o + s)-v -(kvO) + g(0) = 0,       o(0)=j\(i)dti,

where we set

(1.3) u=fk(i)di = K(e)
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via the Kirchhoff transformation. In (1.2) we assume that k is bounded above zero

and that c, s, and k are piecewise smooth functions of the temperature 6 discontinu-

ous at the nominal change of phase temperature 0; these represent the specific heat,

the latent energy content, and thermal conductivity, respectively. Writing

(1.4) Q(6) = o(6)+s(6),

we define H = Q ° K~x. We assume that H is a monotone increasing function, C1 in

(-oo,0) and (0, oo) such that 77'(0 — ) and H\0 + ) exist, with a jump discontinuity

of height A at 0 and derivative satisfying

(l.5i) 0< A <#'(£) *=/*<»>       |^0.

The normalization is chosen so that

(1.5Ü) 7V(0-) = 0,

and the jump condition takes the form

(1.5ÜÍ) 7Y(0+)=,4>0.

Equation (l.H) has been used to model heat transfer in permafrost by J. Wheeler

([39], [40]) and others. It is applicable when the partially frozen soil is saturated, i.e.,

when liquid water and ice jointly occupy the entire void space of the porous

medium. Heat transfer due to convection has been ignored and the underlying

porous medium is assumed to be nondeformable, so that frost heave and subsidence

are not taken into account.

Unlike the classical Stefan problem, which concerns the freezing of bulk water, the

modelling of heat transfer in permafrost must account for the fact that liquid water

and ice coexist at a bracket of subzero temperatures. In this case, zero degrees

represents the maximum, though not unique, temperature at which both phases

coexist in the soil. The constant A represents the product of the heat of fusion B with

that fraction of moisture content solidified at the nominal freezing point. The

function ä describes the latent energy associated with various moisture content

percentages as a function of temperature and is here normalized by translation by A

so that j(0 — ) = 0. Minor modifications permit the inclusion of the multi-phase

Stefan problem; what is required is a piecewise smooth function H satisfying a

condition like (1.5i) between successive jump discontinuities. For simplicity of

analysis only, we have chosen a perfectly insulated boundary condition and have

provided a Lipschitz body heating term g in the equation ( 1.2) which transforms via

f=goK-K
Let Dx = {u< 0}, S = [u = 0}, and D2 = {w > 0}. Then the system (1.1) is

formally equivalent to the pointwise form of Eq. (1.1) on 7), U D2 adjoined to the

formally specified conditions

(1.6i) K~xiu) = 0   onS,

= A cos(í<, 1,),       v — outward normal of D2,

■nv = the projection of v into the plane of ß, where [kdK~xiu)/dirv] represents the

discontinuity of kdK~xiu)/dwv across the free boundary interface S directed from

(1.6Ü)
BK-\u)

dlTV
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D2 to Dx; these assert temperature equilibrium on S and conservation of energy

across S. For simplicity, we have written (1.6) as though S were a "surface"; it is of

course possible to generalize (1.6) to the case where S has positive measure. We also

note that the case A — 0, B ¥= 0 is physically possible (cf. [2, pp. 94-99]) but less

interesting since it leads to standard models (cf. sequel) for which kvO is continuous

across S. Incidentally, if S is the zero set of a smooth function </>, then multiplication

of (1.6ii) by | V<f> | gives the familiar relation connecting the velocity of the front and

the inner product of v</> with the jump in the vector flux. The relations (1.1) and

(1.6) lead directly to the weak solution formulation given by (cf. [25])

Definition 1.1. Suppose the initial functions t/0 £ 7/'(ß), 7/(w0) E L2(ß) are

specified. Then a function u E L°°(0, T0; 7/'(ß)) with 77(iz) satisfying

(l.7i) H(u(x)) E [0, A]    ifw(jc) = 0,

(1.7Ü) Hiu) E L2iD) n Hx(0, T0; (Hx(ü))'),

is said to be a weak solution of the two-phase Stefan problem (1.1), (1.6) if the

relation

(l.Si) f^H(u)^- Vu- V$-f(u)^dxdr

-f H(u)t(x,t)dx+ /       H(uo)t(x,0) = 0
Jax{T0) Jax{o)

holds for all f G ß where D = ß X (0, T0) and

(1.8Ü) ß= L"(0, T0; HX(Q)) n #'(0, T0; L2(ß)).

Remark 1.1. The existence of weak solutions for such equations can be deduced

from the work of Kamenomostskaja [20] and Friedman [15], although neither author

considers a term /( • ), Neumann boundary conditions, or the existence of the time

derivative as an L2 function which is necessary for our work. Minor modifications of

[17], where a Dirichlet boundary condition is specified, leads to the existence of a

solution u satisfying u, E L2(D), i.e., u E Q. Recent work of Caffarelli and Evans [8]

and DiBenedetto [12] has demonstrated that essentially bounded weak solutions are

continuous. We remark that our characterization of weak solutions must be modified

in our analysis of numerical procedures. This is due to the fact that the estimates to

follow require a satisfactory substitute for the pointwise equations. This substitute

requires the introduction of a bounded linear operator T from F = (//'(ß))' to

7/'(ß) which is given by an inverse of -A subject to Neumann boundary data. The

reader may conveniently think of the equivalent "lifted" relation as an abstract

integral equation. The mapping T has been used to obtain error estimates for

Galerkin approximations for linear parabolic equations by Bramble, Schatz, Thomée,

and Wahlbin [4] and has been used by the second author to analyze finite element

methods for degenerate parabolic equations arising in fluid flows in a porous

medium [29]. Finally, for essentially bounded weak solutions, the second integral in

(1.8i) has the usual meaning. More generally, it has a duality interpretation.
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Definition 1.2. Given / E F = (7¥'(ß))', we define the element w = Tl E 77'(ß) as

the uniquely specified element satisfying the weak form of the linear elliptic

problem,

(i)   -Aw = /-TA7(/,1)    onß,

(1.9) (Ü)    ^ = 0 on3ß,.

(ni)     fw=(l,l),

where (• , • ) represents the duality pairing on F X 77'(ß). Here, -A is viewed as a

continuous linear mapping from 7Yl(ß) onto F.

Remark 1.2. It is easily seen that T is the Riesz map, or, equivalently, that w = Tl

is the Riesz représenter of /, when the inner product

(1.10) (v,w)H<m= f V« ■ Vw + —j(v)j(w)
Ja |ß|

is employed; herey'(u) = /at), and we have

(1.11) (/,»> = f VTl ■ Vt> + -¿-j(Tl)j(v).
Ja |ß|

Note that the norm induced by (1.10) is equivalent to the standard norm on 77'(ß)

(cf. Sobolev [35]). We shall use (1.10) in this paper. The linear mapping T, whose

restriction to L2(ß) is positive-definite and self adjoint, induces the following norm

on F equivalent to that induced by the standard duality norm:

(1.12) ||/||f={</,77>}1/2.

It is not possible, in general, to identify F with a subspace of 77~'(ß), since //¿(ß) is

not dense in 7/'(ß).

Proposition  1.1. Let u be a weak solution of the Stefan problem satisfying

Definition 1.1 with u, E L2iD). Then THiu) E H\D), and the equation

oTHJu)   , w/ ^ _J_

|ß| Ja

holds a.e. in ß for each 0 < t < T0. Moreover, THiu) |,_0 = THiu0).

(1.13) m«i+u+7riu)=±(u

Proof. For £ G CfiD), let f = r£ in (1.8). Using the commutative relation

((9/307" - ra/aOÉ = O (cf. (l.ll)) and the selfadjointness of T, we obtain

(1.14)      f TH(u)^dxdr= ¡[u+Tf(u)]idxdT-— Ï j(u)£dxdT,
JD M JD |ß| JD

which shows that the distributional derivative 3T'7/(i/)/3i is equal to -u — 7/(w) +

;(«)/| ß | . Since 77(u) G L\D), it follows that d2THiu)/dxf G L\D), / = 1,.. .,7Y,

and the remaining second order partial derivatives are in L2iD) from the properties

of u. It follows that THiu) E H2iD). In particular, (1.14) can be integrated by parts

to obtain (1.13) since £ is arbitrary and the left-hand side of (1.13) is continuous in /

as a mapping into L2(ß). The final statement follows similarly.    D
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Remark 1.3. The first numerical work on the two-phase Stefan problem of which

we are aware, in which the enthalpy formulation was a basic starting point, was the

constructive existence analysis of [20], based on an explicit differencing scheme, and

the paper of Milton Rose [30]. During the 1960's there appeared two papers in the

Russian literature modelled on [20], viz., Samarskiï and Moiseenko [32] and Budak,

Solev'eva and Uspenskii [7]. The advantage of the enthalpy formulation of course is

that explicit tracking of the free boundary is unnecessary. Prior to Meyer's work in

[26], in which an implicit scheme was analyzed in conjunction with smoothing, there

were earlier papers by Solomon [36] and Lazaridis [24]. A subsequent finite element

analysis was carried out by Ciavaldini [10]. The present work combines a new

regularity analysis for solutions of (1.8), estimation of error in the smoothing, and

the rate of convergence of the continuous Galerkin and fully discrete Galerkin

schemes.

Finally, we introduce the smoothing of [18]. For e > 0 we define

n     v (0     *,(*) = #'(*).    *<(U>e,
K      ' (Ü)    ".(*) = ?«(*)>     0<¿<e.

Here qc is the uniquely determined quadratic polynomial satisfying

(1.16) qt(0) = H'iO-),    qe(e) = H'(e),    fqt(i)di = A.

He is defined by

(1.17) 77(;|) = /\tt)#.

Remark 1.4. It was shown in [18] that, for 0 < £ < e0, some e0 < 1, He is a

continuously differentiable Lipschitz function on R satisfying

(1.18) 0<\<Hfó)<y/e,       | G R.

Moreover, He and H'e converge uniformly to H and 77', respectively, on compact

sets excluding 0, and H' and H'e agree off the interval [0, e]. Let J = H'x and

Jt = H;X. Since \HiZ)-H¿Í)\<ne for|¿|>e, we have |//i|) -/(tj)|<

(1 + /x/A)e for tj G R. Here/ is a Lipschitz continuous function.

Remark 1.5. At various points in this paper we shall use the inequality

ll»('o)ll*<H«IL-(o.r.:x).       0</0<r0,

for v E L°°(0, T0; X). Although such an inequality does not hold in general, we shall

apply it only when v: [0, T0] -» X is continuous or when the supremum holds over

the entire interval [0, T0]. We shall also assume for simplicity that/(0) = 0.

2. Regularity Theory. We begin by defining a class of regularized problems via the

enthalpy smoothing (1.17).

Definition 2.1. Let He be defined by (1.17) for 0 < e < e0. Then ue is the unique

solution of the parabolic boundary value problem

(i)       9//¿M)-At/e+/V) = 0    onßX(0,T0],

(2J) (ii)      |^ = 0 on3ßX(0,70],

(iii)    ueix,0) = w0(jc) onß.
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Remark 2.1. There exists a unique solution we of (2.1) satisfying

(2.2) ue E ûD = Hx(0, T0; L2(ß)) n L°°(0, T0; HX(Q)) n L2(0, T0; #2(ß)).

The method of lines yields the regularity described by the first two spaces in (2.2),

where t/e is a weak solution of (2.1) (cf. (1.8)). Using (1.13), we see that

(2.3) -f^- + u8+ Tf(ue) = -— fu'dx   a.e. in ß, 0 < t < T0,
ot | « | Jq

and the commutation of T and 3/3/ reveals that ue is in the third class described by

(2.2). Note that here we use the fact that 37/c(t/E)/3i G L2iD). In particular, since

(2.2) holds, Aw£ G L2(73), and integration by parts in the weak formulation is valid,

we conclude that (2.1) holds in the standard way. In fact, we see that (2.1i) holds a.e.

in ß, for all 0 < t < T0, by operating on (2.3) with -A. Under the hypothesis that

t/0 G L°°(ß), it follows that uc G L°°(Z)), and in this case it is known that ue is

Holder continuous (cf. Ladyzenskaya, Solonnikov and Ural'ceva [23, pp. 417-423]).

Proposition 2.1. There exists a constant C such that the relations

(i)       ||//E(i/£)||L-(o,ro;i^))<C,

(it) ||",1z.2(D) +||Vt/Íí."(0,7-0;í.2(S2)) < C,

(2'4) (m)     m(u<)},y(D)<C/fe,

(iv)      ||//e(t/e)||^(0,ro;//'W)^C//e",

hold for 0 < e < e0. In (2.4i), C depends continuously upon ||77(w(-,0))||L2(a).

Proof. The second and third of these relations are a consequence of the horizontal

line analysis of [17]. Thus, (2.4ii) follows from Lemma 3.5 of [17]; we use the fact

that 77£'(£) » A. In a similar way, (2.4iii) follows if we use the bound H'ei£) *£ y/e

and otherwise use the proof of Lemma 3.5. Finally, (2.4i, iv) may be proved as

follows. Integrate (2.1i) against 7/£(t/£) to obtain

ljt\\H£u')fsi0) + (Viz6, VHt(u*))L2(a) = - (Hc(uA, f(u*))L2m.

Integration in time yields (2.4i) via the Gronwall inequality and

||2

l*WHU.r^Q,,<C'
so that

„2
\vHe(ue |L2(0,T0;L2(S2))

^(«e)IU-(o,7-o:L-(Q,)|««') V«£|^ro;¿2(a)) < C/e.

Remark 2.2. Estimates (2.4ii, iii) follow formally by multiplying (2.1i) by u\ and

integrating by parts to obtain

(2.5)        ( \-He(uA, M£) rto) + 111| vutfLW + ( /(««). "f)L2(ß) = 0.

From this, (2.4ii, iii) follow after integration in time and an application of Gronwall's

inequality. This is purely formal, however, since it is not known that u] E 7/'(ß).
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Proposition 2.2. There is a constant C, independent of t, such that

(2-6) l[^("E)]J|L»(0,r0;L'(S2))<C

for 0 < e < £0. In particular, 377(i/)(-, t)/dt is a finite regular Baire measure ¡x, on ß,

i.e.,

<m> {*•*&)-it*
for all xp E C(ß) and almost all t E [0, T0] with EsssupJI/iJI^j < C in the total

variation norm and is the weak-* limit in this norm of[Heiue)]r

Proof. The technique used in establishing (2.6) is an auxiliary equation argument

due to Kruzhkov [22]. If «e is a solution of (2.1i) with initial function in a fixed ball

centered at 7Y(«( •, 0)) in L2(ß), we have

(2.8) [HeiuA - Htiü°)], = A(t/E - fi«) -[/(«') -/(«■)]■

Fixing t0, 0 < t0 < r0, we define f = fc to be the solution of the (backward) linear

parabolic boundary value problem,

(i)      *(*,<)§= -«   ¡nfl,„ = ax[0,lo),

(2.9) (ii)      S
3p

(iii)    ?(.,i0) = sgn(ME-ue)(-,r0),

(ii)      y = ° on3ßx[0, t0),

where

(2,o)      *u.)=(B^:y))(x..)>x>o.

We note that a bounded solution f of (2.9) exists in the regularity class (2.2)

satisfying

(2.11) lflk-<iv<i.
The solution may be constructed by use of evolution operators as in Kato [21]. In

this construction, the parabolic problems

(2.12) k(x,tm)-fr=-áSm,

where <„ is a fixed point in (0, t0), generate semigroups whose step-function

sequences converge to the evolution operators. One can verify the maximum

principle

(2.13) IWUzy ̂ M«' - oe)(-^o)lk-(0) < 1

for the solution of (2.12), (2.9ii,iii) and this yields (2.11). We now have, for

V = i/E — WE,

(2.14) [(».(«•)-«.(nO^aJÍ

= ¡\h(x, t%, v)owdt + f\vt, W)l\Q)

-¡\f(uA-f(ü%t)oWdt,
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where we have used (2.8) and (2.9i). It follows from (2.11) and (2.14) that

(2.15) !(#.(««) - H,iü')){t0)y{m

^\\(He(uA - HXû'))iO)\\Lxw + Cf°\\u* - S'U\aydt.

We now define, for fixed Ar > 0,

(2.16) ùe(x, t) = ue(x, t + At),       t<T0-At.

With this substitution in (2.15) we have, after dividing by Ar and taking the

supremum over f0 G [0, T0 — At],

(2 17) Hciu<)i-,t + At)-HeiuAj.,t)

At L°°(0,To-\t;L\Q))

He(uA(-,At)-He(uA(-,0)

+ ITn-M

A? \\L\U)

uc(-,s + At) - u'(-,s)

At
ds.

L\Q)

The second term on the right-hand side of (2.17) presents no difficulty as Ai -» 0.

Indeed, it approaches the limit /r/0 II ",e II/.'(«) ds which is clearly bounded above

independently of £ by (2.4ii). The first term on the right-hand side is more delicate.

This we estimate by the method of Unes which is a rigorous substitute for the

continuity of (2.1i) at t = 0. It is clearly enough to show that

(2.18)
J_  fM
AtfA'm(w)uLHQ)dt<c.

•'n

Thus, for given Ar' =£ Ar, we consider the horizontal level approximations uen defined

by, forJV = [Ai/Ar'+ 1],

(2.19)    ".(O -JÁu»-x) - A(K - «;_,) = AM;_, -f(K),       \<n«N,

subject to a homogeneous Neumann boundary condition on 3ß. The weak form of

(2.19) is adequate. Standard convergence arguments show that (2.18) follows from

(2.20)
n=l

At'
L\ü)

together with the known weak convergence in L2(0, Ai; L2(ß)) of the step-function

sequence of difference quotients to 37/e(i/e)/3r. By employing a semidiscrete version

of the technique leading to (2.17), we see that, for « = 0,... ,7V — 1, with Uq = u0,

nAK+l)-H.{Kl
t'(Û)At'

Ht(u*x) - He(u*0)

At'

H£(u\) - He(u*0)

L\Q)

+ c 2 11*4+1 -" k\\L\Q)
k=l

At'

Ht(u\) - He(K)

At'

+ NCAt' + C | ß | 2
L\Q) k=l

*k+\ Uk\\L2(ü)

At'

+ C,
L\Q)
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by a discrete analogue of (2.4ii), so that the verification of (2.20) reduces to the

inequality

(2.2!) u *.(".)-*.(».)
L'(a)At'

Now fix a number 8 > 1, and for g 6 L'(Û) set S¡¡~ g = — 58+ (—g), where

'six),    g(x)>l/8,
S?g(x)
s sy   '      [1/8,      otherwise.

Fix p > 1 and, for v E Z/(ß), v ¥= 0, set 7^ ° v = v | v f~2/\\v\\l7¿Qy Finally, for

0 ¥= v E 7/'(ß) and 1 <p < 2, set W^;s(u; x) = (^ ° 5,5±(u))(x), and note that

W1^ G //'(ß). Now the following facts are evident: (Note the monotonicity of

Ip°Sf.)

v E L2(ß) => / ° v -> sgnu (dominated by a function in L2(ß)),   ç\ 1,

V»- VWp:s(v;-)>0,    \\lp°v\\LP.(a)=l,       l/p+l/p'=l.

To verify (2.21), select v = u\ — ue0 and multiply (2.19), for n — 1, by W^siv; ■).

Integrate over ß, neglect the energy term and let 8 -> oo. We obtain, following two

applications of Holder's inequality,

jpf[He(u\) - He(u*0)] ■ Ip o t^HAi/olU^, + C||*ît|£,(0).

Here we have assumed for the moment that Aw0 G L2(ß). (2.21) now follows by

multiplying this inequality by | ß \~x/p, letting/? \ 1, then cancelling | ß |_1 to obtain

[Ht{u\)-Ht(ul)\
At' ^IIAmoIIl'iO) + C||«f||Li(a).

i'(B)

The right-hand side is bounded by the hypothesis on t/0 and estimates on u\ derived

in [17]. Note that we have applied the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and

the fact that u\ — ueQ and Heiucx) — HeiueQ) have the same sign. The boundedness of

the right-hand side of (2.17) independent of e is sufficient to insure (2.6), since

almost every t is a Lebesgue point (cf. Hille and Phillips [16, p. 88]).

This completes the proof under the asumption, say, that t/0 G 7/2(ß). A standard

smoothing argument completes the proof under the hypothesis w0G W/2'1(ß) stated

in the introduction.

The final statement follows from the isometric inclusion of L'(ß) in A/(ß) and the

weak-* compactness of the latter [14] and the standard identification of the limit.

□

Remark 2.3. By inequality (3.3), to follow, we see that the proof of the preceding

proposition yields the estimate

(2-22) lklL-(o,r;¿'(0» < C
for some constant C independent of £.

The following result is a strengthening of (2.4i).
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Proposition 2.3. There is a constant C independent of e such that

(2-23Í) K("')|L»<o,r0;2-(a)) < C,

(2.23U) ||i/£||z.~(o,r0;L'»(ß)) < C/X.

Proof. We sketch a proof based on the method of horizontal lines where / is

evaluated explicitly. Thus, we consider the semidiscretization, for Ar = T0/M,

n = 0,1,. ..,M- 1,

(i)      HÁK+\;HÁK)-AK+l+f(K) = 0    inß,(2-24) .        àt

(n)     %tl = 0 on 30,
ov

of recursively defined nonlinear Neumann problems corresponding to the time levels

/„ = («+ l)Ai with ue0 = t/0. One requires that (2.24) hold in weak form. By known

convergence properties of the horizontal line method it is enough to prove

(2.25) BÄ.(«:)lL-(fl) < c,

where C is independent of n, At, and e. In fact, we shall prove

(2.26) HiOh-m < c\ ll^(«5)IU»(0) + 1 lkell™M

for each n = 1,...,M, which implies (2.25) if we use the facts that i/0 G L°°(ß), that

Heiu0) can be estimated in terms of || «01| L», and

(2.27) Ml-w =lk ° ̂ («f)IU-(Q) <{\\HXu,)\\l'(Q)

in (2.26) followed by the discrete Gronwall inequality. Now fix j to be an arbitrary

integer, and define the truncation operators, required to obtain suitable Hx test

functions in the weak formulation, by

{[•(*)]', |f(*)l<¿
(2.28) ejl°v = \

[[sffiv(x)j] ,     \v(x)\>j,

for / > 1. For p an arbitrary even integer,

v = ®J¡p_xoHe(u<n)EHx(a),

and this choice of a test function in the weak form of (2.24) yields

(2.29) fvP + At(p-l)f \vK\2H'e(K)[He(K)]p-2dx

-(^ + -i\Hc(ul_x)-f(u^x)At\P,
a Jo        v Jo1 Ja        PJa

where we have used the inequality

ab^-a" + -b",       a > 0, b > 0, - + - = 1,
P<1 P     q
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with b = v,a = Heiue„) — fiuen_x)At. Neglecting the energy term in (2.29), multiply-

ing through by p, taking^th roots and letting/? -» oo, followed hyj -» oo, gives the

inequality

(2.30) \\He(u'„)\\L~m <||//£«-.)lk»w + l/«-i)IL»<V-

(2.26) is now immediate from the Lipschitz property of /. We have thus established

(2.23i). The bound (2.23h) is now immediate, and by the continuity of u£ and Heiue)

we conclude in fact that the bounds hold for all 0 < t < T0.    D

Remark 2.4. The preceding two propositions enable us to conclude that

C
(2.31) \\HtiW) <

\L™(0,To;H<(ü)) '-    r- ■

y«

We need only a gradient estimate to verify (2.31). Integrate (2.1i) against Heiu') to

see that

(vu\ VHeiu'))L*(Q) = - (//(«<), + /(««), HXuA)LHQ)

< (ll[^("£)]J|t»(0,r0;L'W) + C||t/E|k»(r»)||//e(i/£)||L»(0,ro;^(a))

Since H'e < y/e,

(2.32) || V//e("£)Hl»(o,r0;L2W) ^¡M«') V"C
°(0,r0;Z.2(ß))        E

and (2.31) follows.    D

3. Uniqueness Estimates and Convergence of the Regularization. We begin by

establishing an a priori estimate for solutions of (1.8) which implies a uniqueness

result (cf. also Damlamian [11]).

Proposition 3.1. The solution o/(1.8) is unique within the class &.

Proof. Let u and w be solutions in G of (1.8). Subtracting relation (1.13), satisfied

by w from the corresponding relation satisfied by u, we have, after multiplication by

Hiu) — Hiw) and integration over ß,

(3.1)

(¿7l#(«) - Hiw)], Hiu) - #("))L2(0) + (u-w, Hiu) - H(w))L

+ (T[f(u) -f(w)], H(u) - H(w))L2(a) = 4p/(« - w)j(Hiu) - 77(u

a relation which holds for 0 < t < T0. From (1.11) it follows that

(¡-jMu) - Hiw)}, H(u) - my»)) = i|ll^(«) - *(")£.

(Q)
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and substitution of this relation into (3.1), followed by integration in time, yields

(3.2) j\]H(u) - H(w)\\2F + j\u - w, H(u) - H(w))L>w dr

+ /'(/(") - f(w),T[H(u) - H(w)])LHil)dr
yo

=/'(rßi/(M " w)/[^u) - H^)dr + ?H"o) - h(w0)\\2f
0   \    I I      i£ ùi }

for all 0 < / < T0. By (1.5i) we have the inequality

(3.3) [H(a)-H(b)](a-b)^X(a-bf,       a,bER,

so that the second term in (3.2) is nonnegative. Direct estimation and the Cauchy-

Schwarz inequality yield

(3-4) (w\fa[H{u) -H{w)])2 <i|7/(m) " H{w)^

(3.5) (f(u) -f(w),T[H(u) - H(w)])LHQ} «||/(«) - f(w)\\F\\H(u) - H(w)\\F.

The right-hand side of (3.2) is thus bounded from above by

(3.6) I jf'fi, | ß HI« - w||Í2(ñ) + r,-x\\H(u) - H(w)\\2F] dr + \\\H(u0) - //(w0)||2f

for arbitrary n > 0, and the right-hand side of (3.5) is bounded above by

(3.7) \ {r¡C\\u - w||l2W + ifW«) - Hiw)\\2F},

where we have made use of the continuous injection of L2(ß) into F and the

Lipschitz property of/. It is now clear upon use of (3.2)-(3.5) and the bounds (3.6),

(3.7) that there exists 17 > 0 such that, for 0 < t < T0,

(3.8i)    ||#(«) - 77(w)||2F + l/Jll« - wWl^dr

< V~lf)Hiu) - H(w)fFdr + I||/f(«0) - Hiw0)\\2F.

By Gronwall's inequality,

(3.8Ü)     \\Hiu) - Hiw)\\2L^o,To;F)+\\u - H|2z.2(o,r0;L2(0)) < C\\Hiu0) - Hiw0)\\2F.

Thus, THiu0) = THiw0) implies Hiu) = Hiw) and u = w, 0 < t < T0.    D

We shall need to make an additional assumption* concerning the initial function

u0ix):

(3.9) I [x G ß:0 <«„(*) *s e} |< Ce,       0 < e ^ e0.

Remark 3.1. Assumption (3.9) is unnecessary if we define the initial data for the

regularized problem to be

Ht(ue(x,0)) = H(u0(x))   on ß.

*Strict inequality at 0 would be preferred. This is possible if H(u0) vanishes a.e. when u0 vanishes.
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However, the choice we made in (2. liii)

ue(x,Ö) = u0(x)   onß,

is more natural. Although it would suffice to assume the right side of (3.9) is only

Oife) for some of our results, (3.9) is not at all restrictive.

We establish convergence rates for the regularization in the following

Theorem 3.2. Let u be the solution of (1.8), and let ue be the solution of the

regularized problem (2.1). Then there exists a constant C such that the estimates

,      N (i)      \\He(uA-H(u)\\L«(0,To;F)<c{e,

(3.10)
(Li)     ||we - u\\l\d) < Cye ,

hold for 0 < £ < £0.

Proof. We find it convenient to use the inverse formulation, with

J = H-X,   Je = H;x,   v = H(u)   and   ue = 77e(t/e).

Using (1.13) for both u and t/E, we have, after subtraction, multiplication by t/ — v

and integration over ß,

(3.11)    jj{\\v* - v\\2F + (Je(v<) - J£v), v' - v)L2(a)

~(T[foJeiv')-foJiv)],v'-v)¿

The right side of (3.11) may be bounded by

(ay

(3.12) C\\v< - vfP + ^||/iV) - Je(v)\\2L2(Q) + C||t/ - v^mWU») - J(v)\\L>m,

where we have used the arguments used to derive (3.8).

The third term in (3.12) is estimated by

(3.13) C\\v* - vWl^PXv) - J(v)yxQ)

<^lk-«l|2^)+(C7£)|Wt;)-y(t;)||2t2(i2)

£ 2
55 T~  *>' ~~ v\\ l2(®) + C"e,

since by the definition of J and Je

\\Je(v) - 4«)||L-(0,r0;i.-(ß)) « Re-

using (1.18) and (4.21), respectively, we can absorb into the left-hand side of (3.11)

the second term in (3.12) and the first term on the right-hand side of (3.13). We get

(3.14) I |||t/ - v\\2F + !(/,(«,«) - /e(t>), v* - v)L2,a) < c[e + |t«« - v\\2F].
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Bound (3.14) remains valid if Jciv) is replaced by Jiv) in the second term on the left.

Integrate in time and apply Gronwall's inequality to obtain

dt(3.15) ||t;E - v\\2l-(o,t0;F) + [TVXvA - Jiv), V - V)L2(Q)

= \\HXuA - Hiu)\\2L^To.F)+fT\HXW) - Hiu), u* - u)L2(Q)dt
Jo

^c[e+||//e("o) -//(«o)H2J-

The inequality (cf. (3.18))

(3.16) (HXuA - Hiu), uc - u)Lzm > X\\u* - u\\hü) - Ce

allows us to conclude that

(3.17) ||//(t/e) - H(u)\\2L^o,T0-F) + a||«' - W||Í2(0,7-0;L2(Q))

<c[e+||//e(Mo)-//(Mo)||2ir.

By (3.9),

\\HXu0) - H(u0)\\2F<C\\HXu0) - 77(t/0)||2L2(S2)

< C\\(He - H)(u0)\\2L^a) | {x G ß: 0 < «0 < e} | + (M£ | ß |)2 < Ce,

so that (3.17) yields (3.10).

To verify (3.16) it suffices to show that

(3.18) (HXa) - H(b))(a - b) > X(a - b)2 - Ce

for any real a and b. By (1.5i) and (1.18) the inequality is obvious unless both a and

b are in [0, e]. In the latter case

\(HXa) - H(b))(a - b)\*i(A + fie) ■ e

which completes the argument.    D

We shall also need regularizaron estimates for the discrete-time problem intro-

duced in Section 5.

Theorem 3.3. Let M be a positive integer, let At = T0/M, and define tn = n ■ At

for n — 0,1,... ,M. Let u" denote i/(-, t„) and u*'" denote «e(-, tn), where u and ue are

the solutions of ( 1.1 ) and (2.1 ), respectively. Then for some constant rj

(3.19) Max\\HXu*)" - Hiu)"\fF + i) 2 \\ue'n - u"\\hü) ■ At < cl^-+ e),
» n=o \    e /

so that u", Hiu)" are in L°°(ß) with the boundo/(2.23) and

„2 M 2
(3.20) Uax\\HXuA" - Hiu)"\\F+ v 2 \\ue-n - u"\\L\a) ■ At < C((At) + e).

n n = 0
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Proof. In the inverse formulation we have, from (1.13) and (2.3),

(3.2H)     I[V     A( > + JXv-"+x) + Tfo JXv-"+x)

3,"U'„+J + At +|ß|Jß^ü       >

=Ä7r,(T"°^MT)"T+M//^£'n+,)

and

(3.21Ü)       r(t3"+^ ~ °"^ + Jiv"+X) + Tfo Jivn+X)

=A7r,(T"°erü(T)íiT+^T//(t5"+')-

Subtract (3.21ii) from (3.21i) and integrate the difference against (ue "+1 — t>"+1) to

obtain

(3.22) —¡{Wv^1 - V+x\\2F-\\v-" - vfF)

+ (JXve'n+l) - /e(t>"+1), ^"+1 - v+x)LHä)

< - (/° /e(oe'n+1) -/° /.(t>"+1), t>«-"+1 - ü"+,)f

+ (/o /(t;"+1) -/o ye(ün+1), V°-n+x - vn+x)F

+ (J(v"+x)-JXv"+x),v-»+x-v"+x)li(Q)

"(A7^+,(T~'',)[^(t;£(T)"ü(T))]"^',;e'"+l"t;"+,)

+T¿r/[^(üe'n+,)"-/(t;',+1)]/(t,£,n+1-t,"+1)
I I        AC A¿

= (i)+(n) + (iii) + (rv)+(v).

As in (3.5)-(3.7), we may bound (I) by

(3.23) ^|ke(^"+') -JX»"+l)Ùm + C|K"+1 - v"+fr.

Term (V) is bounded similarly. We may bound (II) and (III) by

(3.24) |(II)|+|(III)| < Ce + ^||üe'"+1 - V+x\\2L>m
sy

by using a technique similar to that used in estimating (3.13).

To treat term (IV), notice that by (1.13) and (2.3)

[TV - v)]„ = - ([/,(*•)], -[J(v)],) - T[[fo JXv°)]t -[/o Jiv)]]

\U\Jq

L2<£2)
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so that Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 and the previous equation imply that

(3-25) |[7toe-»)]»lko,ro;^(0))<C,

||[r(t/ - 0)]JLW.;*(B» <|*7 -  V,\\L-(0,T0;Mm < C.

Note that the second inequality in (3.25) requires the boundedness of T as a

mapping from L'(ß) into itself (cf. Brezis and Strauss [6, Lemma 23]) and approxi-

mation of vt.

To prove (3.19), bound term (IV) by

(3.26)    j-J'"*\r-tMnv'-v)]Mü)dr^'-n+l-^+lh\m
*n

<fc-\\[Tiv< - v)]tl\\LHtn^,,L2W) >'-"+I - «"+1||L2(n)

<c(^\\[TÍv'-v)]¿(K,K+,LHa)))

+ -^e\\v-"+x-vn+x\\hü),

where the constant y was defined in (1.18); use (4.21) to absorb all terms of the form

of the last term into the left side of (3.22) and (1.18) to absorb the first term of

(3.23). Combine (3.22), (3.23), (3.24), and (3.26) to obtain

(3.27) ~{\\»'-»+l<-v"+fF-\\v'<»-vfF}

+ ¿U(»E'"+1WX»"+1)^"+,-»n+%W

< C[e +^\\[Ti* - «OLIllu.W^ + ll^1 - »"+'4

Notice that we may replace the second term on the left side of (3.27) with

(jXv<>"+x)-J(v"+x),v-»+x-v»+x)LHa).

Multiply the modified version of (3.27) by Ai, sum on n, and use the discrete version

of Gronwall's lemma [17, Lemma 3.3, p. 251] to obtain

(3.28) Max||üe-',+ 1-t>"+1||2F
n

+1 2  U(»£'"+1) - J(V+x),v^x - V+x)L>m- At
71 = 0

\2

c[s +\\HXu0) - H(u0)\\2F] + C-^-||[7TV - v)]lt\
2

L2(0,r0;L2(i2))

<Ci,+M

where we have used Proposition 2.1, (1.13), (2.3), and (3.9). Replace vn+x with

Hiun+X) and t>En+l with //e(t/£"+1), and use (3.16) to get (3.19).
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We may now conclude that v" E L°°(ß). Indeed, for every point /„, = mT0/M,

M > 1, it follows from (3.19) and Proposition 2.3, as well as the continuous injection

of L2(ß) into F, that

He(ui-,t,))^H(u( ■,/,))    (inF),

He(ui-,tJ) -iï(«(-,f,))    (weakly in L2(ß)),

if   e = Ai = imT0/jM),  j -» oo,   is   selected   and   /„ = ^/Ar   is   fixed.   Since

IIHX"e( ' » '*))!! l"(0) ^ C by Proposition 2.3, this pointwise bound is inherited by the

weak L2-limit, 7/(t/(-, /„,)), as is seen by an application of Lusin's theorem to the

contrapositive formulation.

The proof of (3.20) requires an alternate bound for term (IV):

(3.29) J¡(f'"+\r-tn)[Tiv^-v)]tXr)dr,v^x-v"+x]j   ^
n L.  y

<¿j[WV-OIW«,-t>)]B(T)|^ÍT,|^+'-C-+'U-«)

(Atf -\\[T(v* - v)]tl\\L~(l^+,,Mm)< '^2
Ar

«c C(Ar)||»; - i^|l-(í.,í.+1;M(S))-

Using this new bound for (IV), (3.27) becomes

(3.30)    ¿ {\\»"n+} - «""IE - I«*" - «"£)

+ ^(/£(^"+,)-yE(^+1).^"+1-^+1)z.2,ö)

< c[e + (Ar)R - t;r||L»(,„,,„+i;A/(ñ)) +||^"+1 - o"+IHÏ|.

Modify the second term on the left as before, multiply by Ar, and sum on n using the

discrete Gronwall lemma to obtain

M-\

Max||t>«'"+1 - v"+x\\2F + t,  2   (Jr«(oe,"+l) - J(»"+l), oe,"+1 - ü"+1)l2(ü)Aí

«=o

< Ce + C(At)\\v¡ - üJU»(o,r0;A/(S)) + C||//t(«0) - #(«o)||f

=sC(e +Ar),

where we have used (2.22) and (3.9). Reverting to the notation of (1.1) and (2.1) and

using (3.16), we obtain (3.20).    □

4. Error Estimates for a Continuous Time Galerkin Scheme. Let [Ah}h>0 be a

family of triangulations of ß (cf. [9]). For r E Ah we define p(t) (respectively <j(t))

to be the radius of the smallest ball containing t (respectively largest ball contained in

t). For convenience we shall assume that

ß = ß„ =   Ut,
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where the boundary elements may have a curvilinear edge coinciding with 3ß. Let

Mh = {x G C°(ß): x |T linear, for all r G A,},

where h = supTeA p(t). We shall assume that {Mh}h>0 has the approximation

property (cf. [37])

(4.1) Inf \\t - x||„;(0) < Ch2-JM\\Him   for all f G 772(ß),; = 0,1.
xewA

We shall sometimes need to assume that the underlying triangulations are quasiuni-

form, i.e., for all h > 0,

(4.2) Inf ^ > y0 > 0,
TEA*      h

where y0 is independent of A. The condition (4.2) is known to imply the following

inverse hypothesis [9]: there exists a constant C, independent of h, such that

ç
(4-3) llxlk'(O) < J¡ llxlk2(S2)    for all x G Mh.

We shall restrict ourselves to the use of continuous piecewise-linear elements because

the regularity theory presented in Section 2 for the solution of (1.8) is not strong

enough to justify the use of spaces with higher order approximation properties.

Moreover, the effectiveness of C° piecewise-linear finite element approximation has

been demonstrated in [39], [40].

Let Un: [0, T] -» Mh be the solution of the ordinary differential equation

(4.4i)     (^f(t/J,x)¿2(S2) + (vt4,vx)z.2,0) + (/(t4),x)L2,0) = o,

for all x G Mh, 0 < t < T0, subject to the initial condition

(4.4Ü) Uh(-,0)=Uh(0),

where i/Ä(0) G Mh is the unique solution of

(4.4ÍÜ) P„HXUM) = P„HXu°i-,0)) = P„HXu0).

Here e is a nonnegative parameter to be determined later and Ph is defined to be the

orthogonal projection of L2(ß) onto Mh. The existence and uniqueness of i/A(0)

when £ is positive is a consequence of the theory of maximal monotone operators [5];

Ph ° Hc is a continuous, coercive, monotone operator from Mh into itself. The

existence of a unique solution of (4.4) for 0 < t < T0 follows from the fundamental

theorem of ordinary differential equations, since H'e and / are Lipschitz continuous

with the former bounded above zero.

Remark 4.1. We shall also require in this section unique solutions of (4.4) when

e = 0, i.e., when He is replaced by H. As in the case of Eq. (1.8), unique solutions

exist in the class 6. Solutions of (4.4iii) follow from the theory of (multivalued)

maximal monotone operators [5]. In this case, the time derivative of HiUh) is not

necessarily a function. Although the initial function (4.4iii) is convenient for our

analysis, it is more practical to choose

(4.5) Uh(0) = Ehu0,

where Eh is the projection of //'(ß) onto Mh defined in (4.9) below. The additional

analysis needed to treat the second choice of initial data will be given below (cf.

Remarks 4.5, 4.8-4.11).
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We shall assemble certain facts here which will be used in the derivation of the

error estimates later in this section. We begin with a counterpart Th of the operator T

which maps F continuously onto Mh.

Definition 4.1. Given I E F, we define wh — Thl E Mh as the unique element

satisfying

(4.6i) (vwA,Vx)=</,X>-T¿7</,l)/QX,    allxGM,,

(4.6Ü) ¡whdx=(l,l).

Remark 4.2. Combining (4.6i, ii), we see that wh is the Riesz représenter, in the

inner product (1.10) on Mh, of the restriction of / to Mh. This permits us to write

(4-7) Th = EJ,

where

(4.8) Th:F^Mh,

and Eh is the Hx projection onto Mh defined by

(4.9i) (V7ví>, Vx)z.2(í2) = (V<í>, Vx)z.2(í2),    for all x G Mh,

(4.9ii) f Eh<pdx= (<j>dx

for <i> G 7/'(ß).  It is immediate from (4.7) that wh = Thl is the standard 7/1

(Galerkin) approximation to w = Tl, i.e.,

(4.10) ">h = Ehw.

In the case where / = xp E L2(ß), the approximation property

(4.11)    ||(r- Th)xpy(S)=\\w - why(a) < CA2||Hk2(0) < ch2\\xpym

is known to hold (cf. [9], [38]), where we have used the relation

||^||^(a)<C||^||^(D).

Finally, it is possible to obtain a relation analogous to (2.3) by comparing (4.4i) and

(4.6i, ii):

(4.12) YtThHXVh) + Uh+ TJiUh) =-^jUhdx,

a.e. in ß, for each 0 < t < T0.

Remark 4.3. The restriction of Th to L2(ß) is selfadjoint and nonnegative-definite

and the restriction to Mh is positive-definite. Thus, we may define an inner product

on Mh denoted by the subscript Fh by

(4.13Í) (t,<t>)Fh = (Thxp,<l>)L2^)   forant G MA,

from which we obtain the norm

(4.13Ü) U\\Fh = (Tht,OY2m   forallfGM,.

We may extend II • IIF to a seminorm on F by defining the associated (semi) inner

product,

(lx,l2)F = (lx,Thl2)    for all /„/2 G F.
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In particular, if f, xp E L2(ß), then

(4.14)      it, xp)Fh = iT¿, xp)L>m = (TJ, PhxP)L2(a) = iThPht, PhxP)LHay

Our final preliminary result compares II • II Fh and II ■ Il F on Mh.

Proposition 4.1. The inequality

(4-15Í) Mf„< llxllf   forallXEMh,

is valid for h > 0. If the quasiuniformity hypothesis (4.2) holds, then there is a constant

C, independent of h, such that

(4-15Ü) llxlU<C||xlk   forallX£Mh,

is valid for h > 0. Thus, the norms are equivalent on Mh with constants independent of

h in this case.

Proof. We first establish (4.15i).

Ilxlk = (ThX> X)Y\Q) = \\Thx\\h\

= \\FhTx\\fi\a)!S>\\Tx\\H\Q) = (7,x,x)l2(B)=IIxIU.

where we have used the fact that IIFAII < 1 as an operator on 7/'(ß). To establish

(4.15Ü) we first note that

C
(4-16i) llxlk2(S2) <-^ Ilxlk*    forallXGMA,

where C is the same constant appearing in (4.3). By the latter we have

(4.16Ü) ||xlk2(fi) = sup((x, ^)l\U). ^ E Mh, U\\l\Q) < l}

< sup{llxllFjklk'(0): * 6 Mh,U\\L\Q) < 1}

< sup{||xlkf IMUw * G Mh,\\xpy(a) < i

<fllxlk,
which establishes (4.16i). We estimate ||xlk

(4.16ÍÜ)    \\x\\2f = (TX, x)tf(Q) = (E„TX, x)l\ü) +((/ " E„)TX, x)l

\\x\\f„+\\(T- rA)x||i.2(n)llxlU2(S2)

<llxl|F, + CA2||x|U2(ñ)<C||x||^,

where we have used (4.11) and (4.16i).    D

Theorem 4.2. Let u be the solution o/(1.8) and Uh the solution o/(4.4). Then for

£ = £0A4/3, any e0 > 0, we have

(4.17)     ||« - Uh\\L2iD) < C (tXhx«')-hx»),u*-u)v (0) dt

+ (T\HXuA - HXUh), u° - Vh)L2,a)dt

Ch2/\

1/2
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for some positive constant C. If we assume the quasiuniformity hypothesis (4.2), then

(4.18) \\H(u) - FhHXUh)\L^,T;F, < Ch2'\

where the F norm was defined in (1.12).

Proof. Subtraction of (4.12) from (2.3) yields

jHXuA+f(uA

(S)

jtTh[HXW) - HXUh)] + (u° - Uh)

= -Th[f(uA-f(Uh)]+(Th-T)

+ 4t/(«*-£/*)(*,*)<&•
I I      "

Integrate this against 7/E(we) - 7/e(i/A) over ß to obtain

(4.19) \jt\\HXuc) - HXUh)\\2Fh + (HXu°) - HXUh), u' - Uh)L2(0)

= - (T„[fiu°) ~f(Uh)], HXuA - HXU„))L2,a)

+ ((Th - T)[±HX«') + /(«')], *.(««) - HXUh))L

+ Tßl/("£ - V„)dx((HXuA - HXUh)) dx

= (I) + (II) + (III).

We bound the first term on the right-hand side of (4.19) as follows.

|(/V) -f(uh), HXuA - HXuh))Fh\ <||/(«<) -Mk)UM*') - HXuh)\\Fh

< C\\u'- u.y^HXw) - HXUh)¡Fh

by the Lipschitz continuity off, (4.15i), and the continuity of the injection of L2(ß)

into F. Thus, for some C,

(4.20) \l\< ^X-X(HX^) - HXUh),u^ - Uh)LHa) + CV-x\\HXue) - HXUh)\\2Fh,

where we have used (3.3). For tj sufficiently small, say tj = A/3, the first term on the

right-hand side of (4.20) can be absorbed in the second term on the left-hand side of

(4.19).
Prior to estimating (II) we note the inequality

(4.21) (HXS) - HXxP), t - *)LHa} > (e/y)\\HXn - tf£U)||i2(ß)

for f and xp in L2(ß), which follows directly from (1.18). We use (4.11) and

inequality (4.21) to bound (II).

(4-22) |(II)| (T-Th) JtHXuA+f(uA
L2(fi)

if 6 h'
iH^ L2(Q)

+ c||M£|U2(P.)

\HXu°) - HXUh)\\L2,a)

+ CVe\\HXuA - HXUh)\\2L2(Çl).
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Note that for a given e, the choice tj = l/(6Cy), together with (4.21), permits the

last term to be absorbed in the left side of (4.19). Since Th preserves mean values, the

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields

|(III)| < C\\u* - t/JL*(0)||7YY«') - HXUh)\\Fh,

so that, for some constant C, (III) is bounded by

(4.23) |(III)| < h\-\HJiu') - HXUh), i/e - Uh)L2(Q)

+V-xC\\HXu*) - HXUh)\\2Fh,

and the choice -q = A/3 permits the first term on the right-hand side of (4.23) to be

absorbed on the left-hand side of (4.19). Applying (4.20), (4.22), and (4.23) to (4.19),

we have

(4.24) J4||//(i/e) - HXUh)\\2Fh + UhXuA - HXUh), u' - U„)L2(0)
2 dt

C-
dt

HXuA
L2(Si)

+ ||i/e||L2(n) + C\\HXuA - HXUh]

Integrating (4.24) in time and using the Gronwall inequality, we obtain

(4.25)    \\HXW) - HXUh)\\2L~(0,To;Fh) + fT°(HXuA - 7/e(i/J, u' - Uh)L2,0)dt
•'n

<C—
£

3 II2
-r-HXu'Ú +||î/E||l2(S2)
0« Hz.2(ß)

Notice that the Fh seminorm of 77e(i/£(-,0)) — 7/E(i7A(0)) is 0 since the projection of

this function onto Mh is 0 by (4.4iii). Now, by (2.4iii), we obtain from (4.25) the

estimate

(4.26) \\HXW) - HXUh)\\2L~(0,ToiFh)

+ fTo(HXu')-HXUh),u'-Uh)L2(Q)dt<C^.

Comparing (4.26) with the estimate (3.10h), we have, by (3.3),

)L2(S¡) dtI" -   Uh\¡L\D) ̂Cf  "i"' - U,Ue - U)i

+ cfT°(HXul) - HXU„), i/E - Uh)L2{Q)dt

< C   £ + A-    < CA4/3,

if the choice e = e0A4/3 is made for some positive constant e0. This yields (4.17).

For the remainder of the proof we assume the quasiuniformity hypothesis (4.2)

and hence the inverse hypothesis (4.3) and inequality (4.15ii). Using the latter

inequality, we may rewrite (4.26) as

(4.27) 82\\Ph[HXuA - HXUh)]\\2L^To,F)

+ jT\HXuA-HXUh),u<-Uh)l?mdt^C}l1.
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It remains to estimate (7 - Ph)iHXue) - HXUh)) in the L°°(0, T0; F) norm. How-

ever, this term is of order 0(A) (cf. (4.30) to follow) so that (4.18) follows upon

combining this estimate with (4.27) with the choice £ = £0A4/3.    D

Remark 4.4. The quasiuniformity hypothesis in Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3 can

be removed. This follows from the inequality

(4.28) \\f\\2F= (Tf,f)L2(Q) = iTkf,f)L2,Q) + ((r- Th)f,f)L2{a)

<ll/1ln + cA2||y||2¿2W,

for/G L2(ß), applied to/= 77E(t/e) - 7/E([/A). Proposition 2.3 and estimate (4.32),

to follow, give L°°((0, T0); L2(ß)) bounds for the latter.

Corollary 4.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2, including the quasiuniformity

hypothesis (4.2), the estimate

(4-29) \\Hiu) - ffe(£4)||L»(o,ro:F) « CA2/3

holds if the choice e = £0A4/3 is made, e0 > 0, for some C> 0.

Proof. Given (3.10i) and (4.27), it suffices to establish the estimate

(4.30) ||(/- Ph)[HXu*) - HXUh)]\\L^To]F) < CA

for some C> 0 independent of A. However, a standard duality result gives

(4.31) ||(/ - Ph)[HXu*) - HXUh)]\\L^To,F)

<Ch\\HXu')-HXUh)\\L~(QtTa,L2m.

Now, given (2.4i), it suffices to establish the estimate

(4.32) \\HXUh)\\L^,T0;L\ü)) ̂ A\ti\ + fl||^|U-(0,ro;^(Q)) < C.

However, (4.32) is derived from (4.4) by setting x = Uh and integrating in time.

Specifically, with this substitution, the first term of (4.4i) assumes the form

9#.(£4)
3r

and integration in time yields

■<0,= I/Jfw)-

> U\uhc)ùm -\\uxo)yjr0)H'Xè)dè
L2(í¡)

If the nonnegative second term of (4.4i) and the third term are estimated in the

standard fashion, the resultant expression yields, via the Gronwall inequality,

(4.33)    ||ví/J2L*(o(r0;¿>(0)) +l|ty2L-(o,7-0;¿*(0)) < C, + C2\\UhiO)ÙW < C,

since {Uhi0)} is bounded in L2(ß) via (4.4iii). Inequality (4.32) is now established.

Estimate (4.30) is now immediate from (4.31).    D
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By setting x — iUh), in (4.4i) we may obtain a uniform bound for Uh in

L°°(0, T0; H\Q)) when i/A(0) = Ehu0 (cf. Remark 4.9 and (4.46i)).

Remark 4.5. If the initial function (4.5) is used instead of (4.4iii), then the

additional term

(•) ||77E(Mo)-77E(C/A(0))||2Fft

appears on the right side of (4.26). We can show that (*) is 0(A4/e2) if we assume

that «0 G 772(ß), where t/0 is the initial function in the Stefan problem (1.1). By

(1.18), (4.11), and(4.15i),

||77EK) - 77E(t/„(0))|k < C||77EK) - 77E(£/lI/0)||L2(£2)

C A2 A2
< 7IK7 - Eh)u0\\L2m < c—||«oIIhj(0) < c—-

An alternative hypothesis is given by the following analogue of (3.9): for e < e0A2,

some e0 > 0,

(**) \{x E Q: 0 < u0(x) < e or 0 < (E„u0)(x) < e}| = \Aj < Ce.

This implies, for positive e sufficiently small,

||77E(«0) - HXEhu0)fL2(a)

= \\HXu0) - HXEhuQ)\\2L2(Ath) +\\HXu0) - HXEhu0)\\2LHa^Aih)

< Ce + C\\(I - £Ä)a0H^(B) < C(e + A2) < CA2.

We will use the fact that (**) implies

\\HXu0)-HXEhu0)\\Fh^Ch

to verify the conclusions of Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 when the initial function is given

by (4.5). The case 770 = 77 requires a modified form of (**) at 0 (cf. (3.9)).

Remark 4.6. Although one must choose e to be proportional to A4/3 to obtain

0(A2/3) convergence in the proof of Theorem 4.2, under a different choice of e one

can achieve first-order convergence of the scheme (4.4). Under a very plausible

assumption on the L00 boundedness of 77E(t/A), we shall show that the scheme (4.4) is

essentially 0(A)-accurate with any e satisfying 0 < e < e0A2 for some positive

constant e0. Because 377(t/)/3i is known only to be a finite regular Baire measure of

bounded total variation, it will be necessary to estimate (II) in the proof of the

previous theorem by L°°(ß) — M(ß) duality. By A/(ß) we mean the finite regular

Baire measures, normed with the total variation norm. Although Af(ß) is the natural

dual of C(ß), the use of the norm-preserving Lebesgue extension [14] permits the

inequality

(4.34) fb(ds)
Jo

|t"(ß)||fi||A/(ß)    for all f G L°°(ß).

We now cite the required finite element estimates.
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2h2Uym,       dim(Q) > 2.

Proposition 4.4. Let f G L°°(ß). Then there is a constant C such that

(0    \\(T-Th)\\L«(Q)<Ch2U\\L^a),       dim(ß) = l,

(4.35) r   m
(ii)   ||(r-7AK||L»(S2)<c[in(-)

In particular, if ¡x E M(ß), then

(4.36)   UT-r^^c^l^M«*,,     ¡2Jj-[-

TVoo/. The estimate (4.35i) is due to Douglas, Dupont, and Wahlbin [13] whereas

(4.35Ü) in exactly the form as stated is due to Schatz and Wahlbin [33], who cite V.

Thomée's helpful suggestion. The argument proceeds in stages, the first stage being

the estimate, for A < 1,

[r-r4)fl|Ji-(o)<cin(i) min||n-x V*>(Q)

due to R. Scott [34] for the Neumann problem. This is followed by the approxima-

tion estimate

min Un - xlU-(O) < CiA2-"/'||7Î||h*'(0)       (C, ind. of p > 1),
xew»

which in turn is followed by the Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg estimate (cf. [1] and [19])

||H||n^(ß) < C2p\\f\\LP(a)       (C2ind. ofp).

Combining these estimates gives

11(7- - T„)S\\L~{Q) < CMl/h)(ph-"/")h2 | Q I'/'ll/ll™,

and (4.35Ü) follows if ph~n/p is minimized as a function of p > 1. A weaker form of

(4.35Ü) was obtained by Rannacher [28]. Variants of (4.35h) in which ||f||L»(a) is

replaced by more complicated second-order expressions involving Tf have been

proved by Nitsche [27] and Scott [34]. The estimate (4.36) follows from a simple

duality argument:

(4.37)   ||(r-rAV||A/(S) = suP(|((r-7;)ri,^)|:^GC(ß),Wc(ß)<i}

= sup{|((r- Th)xp, ,x)|: xp E C(ß), Wc(ß) < l},

and (4.36) follows directly from applying (4.34) and (4.35) to (4.37).    D

Theorem 4.5. Suppose 0 < e < e0A2. Let u and Uh be the solutions of (1.8) and

(4.4), respectively. Assume that the quasiuniformity hypothesis (4.2) holds and that

(4.38) \\HXUh)\\L~m<C0   forallO<t<TQ,

where C0 is independent of e andh. Then we have the estimates, for A < 1,

(4.39) l»(«>-".(^TO<ch(1/i)]j    ¡2¡j>-£

and

A, dim(ß) = l,

A[ln(l/A)],    dim(ß)s*2.
(4.40) \\u - U„\\L2(D) < C
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Proof. By (4.19), (4.20), (4.22), and (4.23) we obtain

\jt\\HXu<)-HXUh)\\\+\\i¡HXW) - HXUh)\\\ + \(HXu<) - 77E(i/„), u> - Uh)L2W

iT-Th)jtHXuA,HXu*)-HXUh))

+ C\\HX*) - HXUh)\\\ + C\\(T- Th)f(u-

(T-Th)jtHXuA
M(ß)

¿2(ß)

'IL2(ß)

HXuA-HXUh)\\L~(ü)

+ C\\HXuc)-HXUh)\\Fh + Ch2.

Integrating in time and using Gronwall's inequality, we obtain

(4.41) ||77E(t/£) - 77E(t/J||i«(0,ro;^ + (T°(HXuA - 77E(i/J, M£ - Uh)L2,Q)dt

c {Th-T)ftHXW) |77E(i/*) - HXUh)\\Lx9,To,L..Q)) + h:
\\L°°(0,To;M(Q))

Using Proposition 2.3 and the assumption (4.38), we conclude that

(4-42) \\HXW) - //£(t//,)lk'<o,ro;™ < C.

Using (4.41) in combination with (4.15Ü), (4.36), (4.42), and (2.6) yields

(4.43) 82\\Ph[HX*) - 77E(t/J]||l»(o,7-o;f)+/r°(77E(«e) - 77E(i/J, UE - Uh)L2(Q)dt

<C
A2, dim(ß) = 1,

1,

A2[ln(l/A)]2,    dim(ß) > 2.

Applying (1.18), (3.10), and (4.32) to (4.43), we obtain

(4.44) \\H(u) - HXUh)fL^Ta,F) +11« - UhfL2(D)

^     i(e + A2), dim(ß)

|e + A2[ln(l/A)]2,    dim(ß) > 2.

This yields (4.39) and (4.40).    D

Remark 4.7. Theorem 4.5 indicates that one may set e = 0 in (4.4) and still obtain

essentially first-order convergence. This raises the question of why we introduced the

e-regularization. It turns out that when one introduces the backward-difference time

discretization of (4.4), the resulting nonlinear algebraic problem is easier to solve by

standard methods with e = e0A4/3 than e = 0. Also, the restriction on the size of the

time step is less severe.

Remark 4.8. If we assume (**) as in Remark 4.5, then Theorem 4.5 is valid for the

initial function (4.5). An obvious modification is required when e = 0.

In some media it is possible that the unfrozen moisture content is a continuously

differentiable function of temperature even at 0°C. In this case the enthalpy

function is a continuously differentiable function which satisfies (1.18) for some

positive parameter e; we denote this enthalpy as 77E(f), where the e is now of

physical significance.
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If e is sufficiently large with respect to the mesh spacing A, then estimate (4.26)

becomes significant with t/e representing the physical transformed temperature

variable. The same comment applies to the fully discrete estimate (5.14).

Remark 4.9. By (2.4ii), (3.10i), and (3.16),

A||t/£ - M||i2(ß) < (HXuA - H(u), i/e - u)L2(Q) + Ce

^\\He(uC) - H(u)\\l'(0,T;F) " II"' - u\\l°°(0,T;H\SI)) + Ce

^C]¡¡ + Ce<c{é,

so that

(4.45) \\ue - M||z.»(o.r0;z.2(ß)) ̂ Ce1/4.

When Uhi0) = EhuQ and (**) holds,

a||« - U„\\Uo.T0;L2m) < 2(77E(t/£) - HXUh), t/e - Uh) + Cfe

< 2||77E(M£) - 77E(«7Ä)||^(0i7.o;n||t/e - Uh\\L~,(OXo.,H\U)) + c/e"

<cl^ + J¡) = Ch2/3

with e = e0A4/3, where we have used (1.18), (2.4ii), (2.23Ü), (4.26), (4.45), and the

bound

(4-46i) \\Uh\\L^o,T0;H\a))^C

which is easily obtained from (4.33) and the subsequent comment. Thus, with

e = e0A4/3,

(4.46Ü) ||t/ - t/J^o.ro;^)) < Chx/\

Under the hypotheses i/A(0) = Ehu0 and (**), as well as (4.38),

2
^11" ~~   £/AlL°°(0,r0;L2(0))

< 2||77E(i/E) - HXUh)\\L^0^To.F)\\ue - l/A||£«.(0ir0;H'(a)) + c^

«CA[ln(l/A)]d/2 + Cy£,

where we have used (1.18), (2.4ii), (2.23ii), (3.10i), (4.39), and (4.46i) under the

relation e *s e0A2. Thus,

(4.47) \\u - U„\\L«(0,T;L2m) < C[ln(l/h)]d/*{h

with d = 0 when dim(ß) = 1 and d = 2 when dim(ß) > 2.

It is interesting to note that under the regularity hypothesis

(4-48) ¡[nJL"'Mi?iD)<C,       0<e<e0,

one can prove first-order convergence by modifying the proof of Theorem 4.2.

Theorem 4.6. Let u be the solution of (1.8), let Uh be the solution of (4.4), and

suppose (4.48) is valid. Then for 0 < e < £0A2, any e0 > 0,

(4-49) ll"-^llz.2(0)^CA.
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Under the quasiuniformity assumption (4.2),

(4.50) \\H(u)-HXUh)\\L^T,F)<Ch.

Proof. We shall need a new bound for term (II) in (4.19). We cite the finite

element estimate [9], [38]

(4.51) ||(r- Th)xp\\„,m < CA||r*||„2(0) < chU\\L2(a)

for all xp E L2(ß) and replace (4.22) with the new estimate

(4.52)    |(II)|

<CA

(T-Th)

3

¿77><) +/V)

9/

<caV|i

HXu')+f(uA

3

9/
77E(t/£)

L2(ß)

2

L2(ß)

t     .\\H.{u') - H,(Uh)\p

\\HXuA-HXUh)\\Fh + Ch)

+ 7?C||77E(i/e)-77E(L/A)||2FA,

where we have used (4.28), (4.51), and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Bound (4.52)

enables us to replace (4.26) with

(4.53)    ||77E(t/E)-77E(i/A)||2z.»(0.7-0;fA)

+ (T\HXu*) - HXUh), u° - U„)L2(Q)di < CA2.
•'n

Combine (3.10), (4.15) and (4.53) to verify (4.49) and (4.50).    D

Remark 4.10. If i/A(0) = EhuQ as in (4.5) and (**) is valid, Theorem 4.6 still holds.

The theorem also holds without the quasiuniformity hypothesis if (4.28) is utilized

(cf. Remark 4.4). Theorem 4.5, however, does require the quasiuniformity hypothe-

sis. Note that a modified version of (**) is necessary in the case 770 = 77.

Remark 4.11. Suppose i/A(0) = Ehu0, (**) is valid, and the hypotheses of Theorem

4.6 hold. Then

(4.54)    A||m- Uh\\L-<f)ToiL2m

< 2||77E(i/e) - 77E(c/A)||LWo;f)||M£ - Uh\\L^To;Hxm + Cfe

=£ C(A + ye) < CA,

where we have used (1.18), (2.4ii), (2.23h), (4.45), and (4.50) as well as (3.10i).

5. Error Estimates for a Discrete-Time Galerkin Scheme. In this section we shall

analyze the backward-difference analogue of (4.4).

Definition 5.1. Let M be a positive integer, let At = T0/M and tn = nAt for

n — 0,... ,M, set g" = git„), and define

(d+g)" = (g"+x-g")/At,       n = 0,...,M-l,

for any function g on {/„}. The discrete-time Galerkin approximation of «(-, tn) is

defined to be £/A", where {U^}^=0 Ç Mh is recursively generated from the nonlinear

algebraic relations

(5.1i)    (3+ (HXUh))", x)iHa) + (vt/;+\ Vx)l2W + (/(^+')- x)z.2(a, = 0,

for all x G Mh,n = 0,1,...,M - 1,
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(5.In) P„HXuh°) = PhHXu*(-,0)) = 7>„77E(t/0).

The parameter e will be determined later. For convenience in formulation, the reader

should understand [77E(t/,,)]" in (5.1i) to mean 77E(C/An).

Remark 5.1. The existence and uniqueness of U° in (5.1ii) follows from the theory

of maximal monotone operators. For e 3= 0, the existence of unique solutions of

(5.1i) can be demonstrated by pseudomonotone operator theory [25]. Under assump-

tion (**) of Remark 4.5, all of our results are valid if we choose the initial function

U° = Ehu0 instead of (5.Hi); with a modification for (**) for 770 = 77.

Remark 5.2. The operator Th induces a pointwise relation on ß satisfied by the

solution of (5.1i). Comparing the latter with (4.6), we obtain

(5.2) [d+(ThHXUh))]"+Uhn+l = -Thf(Uh"+x) +T¿T/l/;+1.

Theorem 5.1. Let u be the solution o/(1.8), and let {t/A"}£i0 be the solution sequence

o/(5.1). For e = e0A4/3 and At < ch4/3, e0 and c positive constants,

(5-3)

M

1 NO - t/;lL'(ü,A*
n=0

1/2

CA2/3.

If the quasiuniformity hypothesis (4.2) holds and ||#e(c/An)||L2(S2) < C, then

(5.4) Max|tf(«)" - HXUhH)\\F< Ch1'3
n

with these choices of e and At.

Proof. Noting by (2.3) that

= - («E)
n+\

(Tf(uA)' +
ß /(»T+1

1 «H.,
+ ÏFf"+,(T"r-)  {"e+Tf(^)}Xr)-T¡rif^(r)dx

and combining this relation with (5.2), we obtain

(5.5)    [3+ (T„(HXW) - HXUh)))]" + ("E - U,)"*1

= -Th[f(u<) -f(Uh)]"+i + j¡r-f(u< - Uh)n+l + Wt<n

+ (rA-r)[(3+(77E(^)))"+/(^)"+1],

where

W(e, n) = ¿ Jf'-V - ,„)[««(') + ^(r) - y^ jk(r) A

dr

dr.
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Integrate (5.5) against [77E(we) — 77E(t/A)]"+1 and use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

to obtain

(5.6) ^{\\HXur+l-HXur%h-\\HX»r-Hxunù}

+(77E(Mr+' - Ht(uriu*r+i -1/;+%(0)

< - (rA[/(«<) -f(uh)]n+\HXur+l-HXuh»+l))L2(Q)

+ ((Th - r)[(3+77E(^))" +f(ur+l], HX«r+l - KáUk»+l))L2m

+ 1±r (iu'-Uh)n+ij[HXu<)-HXUh)Y+'
I " I Ja JQ

+(wt,n,HX«y+l-HXuh»+l))L2m

= (I)B+1+(II)„+1+(III)n+)+(IV)„+1.

We shall first estimate the term (IV)n+,. We have

(5-7)       (IV)„+1
1

2tjc
WJ\l\Q) + ~r,e\\HXu')n+l ~ hXu¿+í)\\l1

and the choice tj = l/(4y), coupled with (4.21), permits the second term on the

right-hand side of (5.7) to be absorbed on the left-hand side of (5.6). In estimating

the first term on the right-hand side of (5.7), we shall interchange T and 3/3/ and

use the inequality

9/(«E)

dt L2(ß)

CM Z/(ß)>

where C is a Lipschitz constant for/, to obtain

(5.8) \W. Q^Hklkir,,,^,;^Ke,nlli.2(ß) ** W"1 ll"il|L2(r„,r„+l;L2(ß))

for some constant C. Here we have also used the triangle inequality and the

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. We now bound (I)„+1, (II)n+1, (III)„+1 in a manner

virtually identical to the corresponding quantities (I), (II), and (III) in the proof of

Theorem 4.2, replacing 1/3 with 1/4 and 1/6 with 1/8. This yields

(5.9)
1

2Ar HXur+i - H<iur%t-H{«y - h^udi2,.

+UHjL*)m+l-Bjiurl).(*-uky+l)
L2(Sl)

A4
c\^(\\[d+HXu°)]%2iQ)+\\iur+lUm

At
+ -k1z.2(,„,,„+l;Z.2(ß„ +K("E) - HXUt ')

In order to put this in a form suitable for an application of the discrete Gronwall

inequality, we estimate the first term on the right-hand side of (5.9). This yields

(5-10)   ||[a+Hf(«')]"|^o,=|¿jr"+,[^«')]í(r)rfT

<ifn\[HXu*)]x

L2(ü)

U2(ß) HXu')]hH,n,t^ Z.2(ß))"
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Combining (5.9) and (5.10), multiplying through by At, and summing on n from

n = 0 to n = m— 1, 0 < m < AÍ, gives

1   ill„/    .xm        .w..„,\ll2 11../    „\0        ../..n\ll2

(5.11)    { \\HXuT - HXU^U -|/íe("£)° - HÁUh°)\\Fh

t   m— 1

+\ i (77E(«r+1-/iE(i/r,),("Er+1-i/ri),2(ß)A'
Z   n = 0

< c{^(||[//e(««)]/i^) + c) + ̂ HkflW)

m-i ]

+ 2 Kí^r'-^t/r'^Aí.

Applying the discrete Gronwall inequality to (5.11) yields, for some tj > 0,

2 M

(5.12)    Max  ||77E(t/£)"-77E(c/;)|fA + T, 2 (#E("E)" " HXW), (u*)" - Uh") At
0«„«M „ = 0

c{v(||[^(«E)]A2(D) + c) +
(A')2IMI2
—— ll"i II L\D)

Using (2.4ii, iii), we see that the right-hand side of (5.12) is bounded above by

C(A4/e2 + (A/)2/e). Comparing this bound with that given in Theorem 3.3, esti-

mate (3.19), i.e., with the identification (we)" = uc",

„2 M 2
(5.13) Max  ||[77E(t/E)-77(M)]"||F+   2 ¡(«T ~ "1UJ<0)Ar

0«n«M n = 0

^C(e+((At)2/e)),

we see that setting e = £0A4/3 and choosing At < cA4/3 for some positive constants

£0 and c yields (5.3).

To verify (5.4) we assume the quasiuniformity hypothesis (4.2); by (4.15Ü) we may

rewrite (5.12) as

2

F
(5.14) S2  Max  |7>A[77E(Me)"-77E([4"

+, 2 {HXu°Y - HXUk»),iu<y - Uh»)L2WAt < c(^ + í^í )
«=0 \ e e     /

Comparing (5.13) and (5.14), we see that it remains to prove

(5.15) Max  \iI-Ph)[HXu*)n-HXUh")]\F*Ch.

By an inequality similar to (4.31), it suffices to know that, for n = 0,... ,M,

i5M) o) ke-Tiu,«,
(¡i) H(v;)ym « c.

However, (5.16i) follows from

ll#£("E)lk(ß) <||^(«E)||z.«(o,ro;L2(ß)) < C,
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where the latter inequality makes use of (2.4i) sharpened by the continuity of 77E(t/e).

(5.16Ü) is the finite element analogue of (2.4i) and the fully discrete analogue of

(4.32); its validity is an assumption of Theorem 5.1. This establishes (5.15) and hence

(5.4).    D
Remark 5.3. The quasiuniformity hypothesis in Theorem 5.1 is unnecessary if use

is made of (4.28) with /= [77E(wE) - 7/e(t/A)]n. The constraint Ai =£ c ■ A4/3 in

Theorem 5.1 is a bit surprising; one might expect the usual constraint Ar < c • A2 to

be necessary to maintain the global convergence rate. We get the latter in our next

result, because the analysis of (5.1) with e = 0 requires a cruder estimate of term

(IV)„+1.

Theorem 5.2. Suppose that the quasiuniformity assumption (4.2) holds. Assume that

the solution o/(5.1) satisfies

(5.17) Max  11^(^)11^(0, <C       (Cind.ofe,h)

for 0 < e < e0A2. Then, with At < c ■ A2,  and A < 1,

(5.18) Max  ¡H(ur-Ht(Uh')L<\Ch{\      „        dim(ß) = 1,
v       '       o««««11   v   ' tV   hnF     1 C(ln(l/A))A,     dim(ß)>2,

and

(5.19) 2ll«"-ifi1Z.2(ß)

1/2

Ail [CA, dim(ß) = 1,

[C(ln(l/A))A,    dim(ß)>2.

Proof. Returning to inequality (5.6), we bound the terms (I)„+1 and (III)„+I as

previously. We also bound the term in (II)„+1 involving iTh — T)fiue)"+X as in

(4.52). A different duality estimate is required for the remaining term. We have

l("')n+1| = |((^ - r)(3+77E(t/<))", HX*y+} - HXUh-'))L2(Ö)|

<\\(Th-T)^+HXu'))%m\HXu')n+l-HXur^

<c||(rA-r)(3+77E(^))n|W(ß),

where we have used(2.23i), (4.34), and (5.17). Thus,

L"(ß)

l("')n+.
-  i'"+'(
At),     y

Th-T)-HXuA(r)dr
M(Ü)

where the interchange of (TA - T) and 3/3r may be justified by using (l.lO)-(l.l 1),

(4.6)-(4.7),

C f'"+l\(Th - T)ftHXu')ir) dr
W(ß)

C\\iTh-T)VtHX*)
£-(/„,/„+,;W(ß))

and the latter quantity may be estimated as in estimating (4.41). Thus, term (H')„+i

is 0(A2) in the one-dimensional case and 0([ln(l/A)]2A2) when dim(ß) is > 2.
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Next, we must treat term (IV)„+1. We have

1

409

l(iv)„+l At f"+,(r-ta)
Jt„

u',(r) + w;Tf(uA(r)
dt Q

(u,(t) dx

L\Q)

x\\HXuAn+x - HXut  ,||L.(B)

■j-tf^(T-tn)\\u*(r)\\L>mdT,

where we have used (2.23i), (5.17) and

3/("E)

3/
<C

L'(ß)

3t/£
3r i-'(ß)

This gives

(5.20) |(IV)II+,|<CÄi|ii;U-(f.^i:i<(o».

Combining these reestimations with (5.6) and the previous bounds gives

(5.21) ¿{N«Er+1 - nxuri)Jh -\H*y - fljroii.)

+^(77e(Mt+1 -77E(t/r'),(MT+1 - vrx)m

<c{\\HX«y+x-HXuri)(Ph

+ [ln(l/A)]"A2||[77E(I/£)]/||z.»(rn,,n+i;A/(n))

+Ar|«?||t-((.>i.+1;i.'(0))] + Ch2,

where d = 0 or 2 according as dim(ß) = 1 or dim(ß) > 2. Multiply (5.21) by Ar,

sum on n, and use the discrete Gronwall lemma to obtain

(5.22)      Max\\HXu<y-HXun(Fll

M

+1 2 {nXuc)n - HXUh"), (ue)" - Uh")L2(a)At
n = 0

<C[ln(l/A)]í,A2||[/íe(«e)]jL-(o,ro:Ma))

+ C-A?.||t/E||i.»(0,7.o;Z..(S2)) + CA2

<C{[ln(l/A)]rfA2 + Ar},

where we have used (2.6) and (2.22). Comparison of (5.22) and estimate (3.20) of

Theorem 3.3 yields (5.19). Use (3.20), (4.15h), (5.15) and (5.22) to obtain (5.18). D

Remark 5.4. It is not possible to remove the quasiuniformity hypothesis in

Theorem 5.2. However, the technique discussed in Remark 5.3 is valid in Theorem

5.3 to follow. The argument used to derive (4.46) may be used to show that, under

the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1, with i/A° = Ehu0 substituted and (**) of Remark 4.5

assumed, and with a modification in (**) in the case 770 = 77,

(5.23) Max||«"- £/fc"|U:(û)
CA'/3.
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Under the hypotheses of Theorem   5.2, the argument used to derive (4.47) may be

used to obtain

(5-24) Max||i/" - Uh"\\L2W < C[ln(l/h)]d/*{h,

where d = 0if dim(ß) = 1 and d = 2 if dim(ß) > 2.

It is interesting to see how our convergence estimates can be strengthened if we

make some assumptions concerning the regularity of the solution of the Stefan

problem (2.1).

Theorem 5.3. Suppose (4.48) and the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 hold. Then, for

£ = e0A2 and At < cA2, e0 and c positive constants,

(5.25)

M

2 H'n)-uhn\\L2m.At
n = 0

1/2

<CA.

Under the quasiuniformity assumption (4.2), we also have

(5.26) Max\\H(uy-HXUh")\\F^Ch.

If the regularity hypothesis

(5.27) ||VK,e|U*(Z»<C,       0<e<£0,

is valid, then we need only assume that 0 < £ < e0A2 and At < cA to obtain (5.25) and

(5.26) provided, for the latter, (3.10i) holds uniformly in t.

Proof. We need a new bound for term (II)„+, in (5.6). By (5.16) and (4.28),

(5.28) \(n)„+i\^(Th-T)[id+HXu<)y+fiu<y+%l{a)

■\\HXur+] ~ HXUh"+%

<e||(rÄ-r)[(3+7ft(«e))B+/(«T+,]rH.(ß)

+\\\HXu*y+x - HXur% + ch2.

Use (2.4i) and the finite element estimate [9], [38]

(5.29)      ||(r- rA)*||„.(fJ) < Ch\\T<t>\\H2W < CAlMkw,       4> 6 L2(ß),

to see that

(5.30)   |(7;-r)[(8+^(«'))"-/(«'r+,]|w- (ß)

ch\\(d+HXu*)y-fiu<y+lym

1^U+^J'"+l\\Wuc)]Ár)ymd',

CAJl+-^||[iYe(««)],(T)||LJ(,n,iii+i;I.,(ß))|.
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Estimates (5.28) and (5.30) allow us to replace (5.12) by

(5.31)    Max||77E(MEr-tf£(^)|U

M

+v 2 (tfe("T - HXuh"),(u*y - uh-)L2W ■ At
n = 0

c\h2(\\[HXu%\\2L2(D)+i)+^fM L2(D)

C\h
(At)2

where we have used (2.4ii) and (4.48). Compare (3.19) and (5.31) to obtain (5.25),

and also use (5.15) to obtain (5.26) with e = £0A2 and Ar < cA2.

Next, we will derive a new estimate for term (IV)„+i m (5.6) in order to take

advantage of (5.27). By (4.28) and (5.16),

(5.32) i(iv)|B+1 <\\wj\H,(a)\\HX«ey+l - HXUh"+%

||2

ÍJ^-tn)u'tir) + ¡-tTf(u')(r)-r^íQU't(r)
tf'(ß)

+\¡HXur+]-HXur])¡\ + ch2.

By the above

(5-33) II^.J«'(0)<£(.('"+l(T-^)(l«/e(T)|U.(0))^

^C-/Ä7-(||<|U2(,„,,„+,;//'(ß))).

Use (5.32) and (5.33) to replace (5.31) by

(5-34)      Max  ||77E(i/E)" - //(i/"'
,2

M

+ T, 2 {HX^y - HXUh"),(u*y - Uh»)L2W ■ At
n = 0

c{h2(\\[HXuA],\\2L2(D)+ l) + h2 + (At)2}

c(h2+(At)2),

where we have used (4.48) and (5.27). Compare (3.10Ü) and (5.34) to establish (5.25)

with 0 < £ < £0A2 and Ar < cA; (5.26) follows as above from (3.10i).

Remark 5.4. The rates (5.25)-(5.26) for 0 < e < £0A2 and At < ch appear to be in

good agreement with numerical experience for the scheme (5.1) [41].

Remark 5.5. If (**) is true and we use the initial datum U° = Ehu0, then, under

the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3,

(5.35) ||u - Uh\\Loo(OTo.L2iü)) < cjh .

The same estimate also holds with the choice dictated by (5. Hi).
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Remark 5.6. If we assume (5.27) and the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2, then

(5-36) ||t/ - UhJL«,(0,ToiL2m < C[log(l/h)]d/AJh,

where d = 0 if dim(ß) = 1, d = 2 if dim(ß) = 2 or 3, 0 < e < e0A2, and Ar < cA,

and Uhs is the step-function with value l/A" on tn < t < rn+1.

6. Conclusions. The Stefan problem (1.1) is similar to a problem discussed in

Wheeler's paper [40]. Wheeler considers the problem (1.2), instead of the trans-

formed version (1.1), and assigns the boundary data

(6.H) 0 = b(x,t)       on3ß, x(0, T0],

(6.Hi) ky = q(x,t,8)   on 3ß2 X(0, T0],

where 3ß is the disjoint union of 3ß, and 3ß2; our notation is as in Section 1.

Provided b and q are C1 functions of their arguments and that q is linear in 0, the

error analysis of this paper can be extended with minor modifications to treat

(1.2)—(6.1) with the initial temperature

(6.2L) 0(.,O) = 0o(.)G772(ß),

(6.2Ü) o(60) + s(00)EL°°(ü).

Wheeler computes the integrals over ß exactly in the nonlinear algebraic equations

corresponding to (5.1). He then uses a constrained Newtonian iteration scheme to

approximate the solution of the algebraic problems. The scheme was found to

converge decently with e = 0 but setting £ > 0 accelerated the convergence.

The error analysis of the scheme (5.1) is of interest chiefly in a neighborhood of

the phase transition region {(*, t): w(x, t) = 0}. Away from the front (l.li) becomes

the heat equation, m(x, /) is smooth [23], and one would expect an optimal-order

0(h2 + At) local L2 convergence rate. This suggests that for the e = 0 scheme a

coarse triangulation with mesh size Ac proportional to Jhf be used away from the

front, where hf is the fine mesh spacing employed near the phase transition. The time

step size may be chosen as in Theorem 5.2 to maintain an overall Oihf) convergence

rate.
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